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Study of dipolar fluid inclusions in charged random matrices
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Structural, thermodynamic, and dielectric properties of a dipolar fluid confined in a charged random
matrix are studied by means of grand canonical Monte Carlo simulation and replica Ornstein–
Zernike integral equations in the hypernetted chain approximation. The fluid is modeled by a system
of dipolar hard spheres. Two matrix topologies are considered: a frozen restricted primitive model
matrix and a frozen hard sphere fluid with randomly distributed negative and positive charges. Both
models lead to similar results in most cases, with significant deviations from the behavior of the
corresponding equilibrated mixtures. The dielectric behavior is particularly interesting, since the
effect of partial quenching on the equilibrated mixture recovers the electrostatics of the pure dipolar
fluid but with the presence of Coulomb tails in the dipole–dipole total correlations. Differences
between the two matrix models arise more vividly in the low density regime, in which the matrix
with randomly distributed charges tends to enhance dipole association around the matrix particles.
The integral equation results are in relatively good agreement with the computer simulation
estimates. ©2003 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1576377#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Fluid inclusion in random porous matrices is a proble
of interest both from the scientific and technological sta
points, due to its implications in purification processes,
talysis, and eventually in what is nowadays considered na
technology. Simple models for these systems that can
tackled with the standard tools of statistical mechanics h
been devised during the last decade with a varying degre
complexity, ranging from the simple hard sphere fluid in
hard sphere matrix system,1 to models incorporating disper
sion forces,2 molecular fluids,3,4 associating fluids,5,6

mixtures,7 etc. As to the nature of the matrix, these tre
ments are all based on the partial quenching of the posit
of one of the components in a multicomponent mixture.
addition to the simple matrix formed from quenched ha
sphere configurations and randomly positioned h
spheres,8 more realistic structures can also be generated
ing templated materials,9 even constituted from polydispers
mixtures.10

Particular attention has also been paid to charged ma
systems.11,12 Charges play a central role in adsorption pr
cesses involved in liquid chromatography and conseque
the modeling of a charged random matrix goes beyond
purely academic interest. As found in Refs. 11 and 12
partial quenching of the matrix particles modifies the scre
ing behavior of the fluid–fluid correlations when the a
sorbed particles are also charged. Large effects should
be expected for dipolar fluid inclusions in charged matric
Actually, it has been found in many instances that the pr
erties of the partially quenched system differ very little fro

a!Electronic mail: e.lomba@iqfr.csic.es
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those of the corresponding fully equilibrated mixture.13 This
will certainly not hold for the charged matrix systems sin
in this case the freezing of the matrix positions hinders
ionic reorganization required to attain the screening that
observes in equilibrated mixtures of electrical particle
Moreover, the problem of a dipolar fluid adsorbed in rando
matrices has recently been studied in detail, in particular
behavior of the dielectric constant.14,15 This system repre-
sents an adequate starting point and reference to analyz
effect of the presence of charges in the matrix on the die
tric and screening behavior, which constitutes the main p
pose of this work.

To this aim, we have resorted here to the use of gra
canonical Monte Carlo simulations~GCMC!, and the replica
Ornstein–Zernike~ROZ! integral equation, which since th
pioneering work of Given and Stell16 has been successfull
applied to an increasingly large number of models of pa
quenched mixtures.

In this paper we will consider the matrix constituted b
quenched charged hard spheres, whose interaction is g
by

b0u00
ag~r !5H ` if r ,s00

ag,

b0ZaZge2

r
if r>s00

ag,
~1!

wheree is the electron charge,Zn is the charge of the ions o
type n, b051/kBT0 is the inverse temperature at which th
charged hard spheres have been quenched, ands00

ag is the
overlap diameter between two matrix particles of typesa
andg. Here we will limit ourselves to the simplest case
uZau5uZbu5Z51, ands00

115s00
225s00

125s00. As to the
matrix–fluid interaction it will be given by
© 2003 American Institute of Physics
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bu6d~r ,v1!5H ` if r ,s0d,

2
bZ6me

r 2
cosu r1 if r>s0d,

~2!

wheres0d5(s001sdd)/2, sdd is the hard sphere diamete
of the dipolar particles,b51/kBT the inverse temperature o
the dipoles in the matrix,m is the dipole moment, andu r1 is
the angle formed by the dipole moment and the vector
joining the centers of particles 0 and 1. Finally, the fluid
fluid interaction is given by

budd~r ,v1 ,v2!

5H ` if r ,sdd,

2bm2

r 3
~3~ ŝ1• r̂ !~ ŝ2• r̂ !2 ŝ1• ŝ2! if r>sdd ,

~3!

whereŝi and r̂ are unit vectors describing the orientation
the dipole moment on particlei and the orientation of the
interparticle axis, respectively. Now, not only the spatial d
tribution of the matrix particles will be important, but th
charge distribution as well. Therefore here we will consid
two different matrix configurations obtained by quenchi
the ionic particles in an ion–dipole mixture with reduc
~inverse! temperaturesb0e2/s0051 and b0e2/s0050.005.
In the latter case the charge distribution in the matrix is pr
tically random and the spatial distribution is identical to th
of the hard sphere fluid.

We will see that, as expected, the presence of charge
the matrix strongly modifies the long-range~i.e., screening!
behavior of the fluid correlation functions. It will be show
that the ROZ predictions are in reasonable agreement
the GCMC results for the structure, thermodynamic and
electric properties. For the sake of comparison, calculati
for the corresponding fully equilibrated system—i.e.,
electrolyte with explicit solvent—have also been carried
in the hypernetted chain~HNC! approximation, which is
known to be accurate for the thermodynamic states here
sidered. This comparison will illustrate more clearly the
fects of confinement on the dipolar fluid properties.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section
is devoted to a brief presentation of the ROZ integral eq
tion for this system, including the expressions for the eva
ation of thermodynamic and dielectric properties. In Sec.
we will analyze the long-range behavior of the correlati
functions. Section IV contains a brief summary of the sp
cific details of the GCMC simulations, and finally in Sec.
we present our most significant results.

II. THE ROZ INTEGRAL EQUATION APPROACH

The ROZ formalism to treat the ion–dipole mixture
essentially the same used for the diatomic fluid3 or the dipo-
lar fluid14 adsorbed in random matrices, with the particular
that now the matrix incorporates two species. This has b
also considered in Refs. 11 and 12 for the primitive mo
electrolyte adsorbed in an electroneutral charged ma
Here we only have to add the orientational dependence o
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fluid–fluid and fluid–matrix correlations as done in Ref.
In this way one gets the following set of matrix equations

Gd252Cd21Gm@S2Cd21r1h̃12Cd1#, ~4a!

Gd152Cd11Gm@S1Cd11r2h̃21Cd2#, ~4b!

Gm
dd52Cm

dd1Gm@Cm
dd1~21!m~r2S2Cd2C2dGm

12r2r1h̃21Cd2C1dGm1r1S1Cd1C1dGm

1rdCm
dd8GmCm

c # !, ~4c!

Gm
c 5~21!mrdGmCm

c 2 ~4d!

with

Gm5@ I2~21!mrdCm
c #21,

S2511r2h̃22 ,

S1511r1h̃11 ,

whereI is the identity matrix,h̃ab are the Fourier transform
of the matrix–matrix total correlation function, and the el
ments of the remaining matrices are the following:@Gm

dd#kl

5h̃klm
dd 2 c̃klm

dd , @Cm
dd#kl5 c̃klm

dd , @Gd6#k5h̃k00
d62 c̃k00

d6 and simi-
larly for Cd6. Herec̃dd, c̃d6 denote the Fourier transform o
the dipole–dipole and dipole–charge direct correlation fu
tions, respectively,rd is the dipole number density, andr6

the matrix anion or cation densities, andh̃dd, h̃d6 are the
dipole–dipole and dipole–charge~i.e., fluid–matrix! total
correlation functions. The subindices (klm) identify the cor-
responding coefficients of the expansion of the correlat

functions in spherical harmonics.3 Finally, @Cm
dd8#kl5 c̃klm

dd8

5 c̃klm
12 is the Fourier transform of the replica–replica dire

correlation function~blocking function!, and the connected
function is defined as usual bycc5cdd2cdd8, and similarly
for hc. Let us recall that the replicated particles are the
polar hard spheres, i.e., the annealed fluid in the pa
quenched mixture.

These equations must be complemented with a clos
relation in r space, for which in this work we have chose
the HNC approximation. This equation is known to give re
sonable results for ionic fluids, and consequently we can
pect a similar behavior here. In the present instance the H
can be written as

hl00
d6~r 12!5^exp@2bud6~r 12,v1!1hd6~r 12,v1!

2cd6~r 12,v1!#u l00&2d l0 , ~5a!

hl 1l 2m
dd ~r 12!5^exp@2budd~r 12,v1 ,v2!1hdd~r 12,v1 ,v2!

2cdd~r 12,v1 ,v2!#u l 1l 2m&2d l 1l 2m,000, ~5b!

hl 1l 2m
dd8 ~r 12!5^exp@hdd8~r 12,v1 ,v2!

2cdd8~r 12,v1 ,v2!#u l 1l 2m&2d l 1l 2m,000, ~5c!

where^ . . . u l 1l 2m& denotes the projection onto the spheric
harmonic basis functionYl 1m(v1)Yl 2m̄(v2). Additionally, an
IP license or copyright; see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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HNC equation for the matrix decouples completely and c
be solved by the standard procedures devised for primi
model electrolytes.17

A. Thermodynamic properties

Most thermodynamic properties can be expressed
terms of the correlation functions. We need not go into
tails of the derivations that can be found elsewhere,3,18 so
here we just present the expressions that enable their c
lation.

1. Excess internal energy
Using the replica trick, one gets for the net fluid–flu

and fluid–matrix contribution to the internal energy

bU1
ex

V
5rdr1E u100

d1~r !h100
d1~r !dr

1rdr2E u100
d2~r !h100

d2~r !dr

1
rd

2

2 E S u110
dd ~r !h110

dd ~r !12E u111
dd ~r !h111

dd ~r ! Ddr ,

~6!
ng
tly

on
pa
4

m
he

an
ne
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where the coefficients of the dipole–dipole and ion–dip
interaction are

u110
dd ~r !52

2

3

m2

r 3
, ~7a!

u111
dd ~r !52

1

3

m2

r 3
, ~7b!

u100
d65

Z6m

A3r 2
. ~7c!

The first two terms in Eq.~6! give the dipole–matrix~and
matrix–dipole! contribution,bU10

ex/V, and the last term the
dipole–dipole contribution,bU11

ex/V.

2. Dipolar fluid excess chemical potential

A closed expression for the evaluation of this quant
can be easily derived in the HNC approximation using Le
star function technique19 and the replica trick,14 leading to
bm1
ex52r1c̃000

d1~0!2r2c̃000
d2~0!2rdc̃000

dd ~0!1rdc̃000
dd8~0!1r1 (

l 1Þ1
E h0l 10

1d ~r !g0l 10
1d ~r !dr1r1E h010

1d~r !g1d
010* ~r !dr

1r2F (
l 1Þ1

E h0l 10
2d ~r !g0l 10

2d ~r !dr1E h010
2d~r !g2d

010* ~r !dr G2
r2Z1em

A3
E h010

1d~r !dr2
r1Z2em

A3
E h010

2d~r !dr

1
rd

2 (
l 1l 2m

E hl 1l 2m
dd ~r !g l 1l 2m

dd ~r !dr2
rd

2 (
l 1l 2m

E hl 1l 2m
dd8 ~r !g l 1l 2m

dd8 ~r !dr , ~8!
is

r-

al
id,
rre-
ges
gu-
a

of
where g l 1l 2m
ab 5hl 1l 2m

ab 2cl 1l 2m
ab , and gd6* 5gd61bud6, so

that one deals with short-range functions and the long-ra
behavior of the ion–dipole potential can be treated explici

3. Isothermal compressibility

As seen in Ref. 14, this quantity is a response functi
and consequently it will solely depend on the connected
of the fluid–fluid correlation function. Here, as in Ref. 1
one gets

bS bP

rd
D

T

5124prdE drr 2c000
c ~r !. ~9!

B. Dielectric constant

Applying linear response theory to the replicated syste
it is possible to calculate the dielectric susceptibility of t
partly quenched system in the limits→0 ~where s is the
number of replicas!. Since the matrix does not respond to
external field, the expression is identical to the one obtai
for neutral matrices14
e
.

,
rt

,

d

~e21!~2e11!

3e
5

4p

3
rdm* 2F11

rd

3
h̃c

110~0!G , ~10!

whereh̃c
1105h̃110

c 22h̃111
c , and the reduced dipole moment

defined bym* 25bm2/sdd
3 . It can be remarked that Eq.~10!

is similar to the expression derived by Klapp and Patey20 for
positionally frozen dipolar fluids once the local freezing o
der parameters are set to zero.

We note that for the dipolar fluid confined in a neutr
matrix one recovers the behavior of the bulk dipolar flu
since the relevant angular component of the blocking co
lation vanishes. This will no longer be the case when char
are present, since the convolution of the nonvanishing an
lar components of the matrix–fluid interaction leads to
nonvanishinghdd8

110 and hencehc
110Þhdd

110.

III. LONG-RANGE BEHAVIOR
OF THE CORRELATION FUNCTIONS

In the absence of a matrix, the long-range behavior
the dipole–dipole correlation functionhdd

1125h110
dd 1h111

dd in
the long wavelength limit is given by21
IP license or copyright; see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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TABLE I. Thermodynamic and dielectric properties of a dipolar fluid adsorbed in a charged matrix obtained from a low temperature quench (b0e2/s51)
compared with a corresponding equilibrated ion–dipole mixture in the HNC approximation~denoted by Eq!. bm1 is the total chemical potential.

bm1 bU10
ex/V bU11

ex/V «

r0s3 rds3 GCMC ROZ Eq. GCMC ROZ Eq. GCMC ROZ Eq. GCMC ROZ Eq.

0.2 0.095 22.000 22.136 21.307 20.031 20.032 20.034 20.125 20.117 20.120 2.66 0.2 2.581 2.639
0.2 0.441 1.874 2.535 2.922 20.072 20.088 20.092 21.397 21.361 21.360 166 2 15.718 16.697
0.2 0.647 7.533 9.711 ••• 20.082 20.112 ••• 22.522 22.486 ••• 37 6 5 49.239 •••

0.4 0.113 0.301 0.549 1.448 20.061 20.063 20.067 20.160 20.147 20.160 36 0.5 2.827 3.047
0.4 0.343 5.491 6.712 6.295 20.111 20.138 20.145 20.967 20.930 20.982 106 2 9.597 15.100
0.4 0.393 7.840 8.907 ••• 20.118 •••0.151 ••• 21.203 21.156 ••• 11 6 2 11.637 •••
4p

ef

ns

n
ly

eff2

of
our

or
c-

e-
lim
k→0

h̃dd
112~k!52

3e
bmeff2 ~11!

with

meff5
e21

3y
m

andy54pbrdm2/9. This translates inr space into

lim
r→`

h112~r !5
bmeff2

er 3
. ~12!

In the equilibrated ion–dipole mixture, due to screening
fects one gets, however,21 limk→0h̃dd

112(k)50. From Eqs.~4a!
to ~4e! it can be shown that quenching the ionic positio
leads back to the behavior of Eqs.~11! and ~12! for the
connected part of the dipole–dipole correlation functio
which plays the role of the fluid–fluid correlation in part
quenched systems. That is, here we obtain
si
ly
r

t,
rr
ip

re
y
ra
b

h
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,

lim
r→`

hc
112~r !5

bm

er 3
. ~13!

Equations~13! and ~10! should lead to a consistent value
the dielectric constant, and this is indeed the case in
calculations.

As to theh110 component, its long wavelength behavi
in the bulk dipolar fluid is connected with the dielectric fun
tion by an expression identical to Eq.~10!, whereas in the
equilibrated ion–dipole mixture one finds21

e21

3y
511

rd

3
h̃dd

110~0!. ~14!

As we have seen, quenching the ions transforms Eq.~14!
into Eq. ~10!. It can also be shown that the long-range b
havior of one of the components ofhdd

110(r ), h110
dd (r ), gets

Coulombic due to the quenching, namely
lim
k→0

h̃110
dd ~k!5

4pbm2e2~Z2
2 r2~11r2h̃22~0!!1Z1

2 r1~11r1h̃11~0!!12r2r1Z2Z1h̃21~0!!

3k2~12 c̃110
c ~0!!

. ~15!
en
the

en
24.
rac-
the

be
he
eri-
ing

ies

of
The results found by Holovko and Polishchuk22 for an ion–
dipole system adsorbed in ion–dipolar matrices are con
tent with this behavior. This Coulombic tail is particular
relevant since it has to be properly dealt with in the nume
cal procedure to solve the ROZ equations. In this respec
adequate treatment of the long-range behavior of the co
lation functions can be constructed following the prescr
tions of Chen and Forstmann23 for the ion–dipole mixture.

IV. SIMULATION DETAILS

In the simulations the solid porous medium is conside
as an ensemble of frozen equilibrium configurations of a s
tem of charged hard spheres. These configurations are
domly chosen among those obtained in canonical ensem
simulations ofN0 hard spheres (N0/2 charged positively and
N0/2 charged negatively! at densityr0s00

3 . The equilibrium
state of the fluid of dipolar hard spheres adsorbed in eac
s-

i-
an
e-
-

d
s-
n-
le

of

the selected matrix configurations is determined, at giv
chemical potential and temperature, by simulation in
grand canonical ensemble.

The details of realization of such simulations have be
described in the literature, in particular in Refs. 2, 7, and
Charge–charge, charge–dipole, and dipole–dipole inte
tions have been evaluated by an Ewald summation in
canonical and grand canonical simulations, the volumeV
containing the matrix and the fluid particles being a cu
with periodic boundary conditions. In the Ewald sums, t
continuous dielectric medium supposed to surround the p
odically repeated simulation cell, is taken to be a conduct
medium and thus of infinite dielectric constant~tin foil
boundary conditions!.

Correlation functions and thermodynamic propert
have been obtained by averaging over 16– 203107 elemen-
tary GCMC moves~displacement, insertion, and deletion
IP license or copyright; see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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TABLE II. Thermodynamic and dielectric properties of a dipolar fluid adsorbed in a charged matrix obtained from a high temperature quenchb0e2/s
50.005). bm1 is the total chemical potential.

bm1 bU10
ex/V bU11

ex/V «

r0s3 rds3 GCMC ROZ GCMC ROZ GCMC ROZ GCMC ROZ

0.2 0.081 22.3165 ••• 20.061 ••• 20.085 ••• 2.3 6 0.1 •••
0.2 0.314 0.0839 0.1810 20.116 20.123 20.804 20.797 9.66 0.5 8.759
0.2 0.654 7.8600 10.034 20.149 20.171 22.522 22.512 376 5 48.208

0.4 0.117 0.0854 0.508 20.161 20.146 20.132 20.146 36 0.5 2.630
0.4 0.258 2.9626 3.753 20.217 20.229 20.546 20.549 76 0.8 5.784
0.4 0.386 7.3104 8.459 20.254 20.278 21.080 21.068 116 2 10.025
-
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a dipolar sphere! for given matrix configuration~thermal av-
erage of fluid state! and over six different matrix configura
tions~average over disorder!. The thermodynamic states con
sidered in this work ~summarized in Tables I and II!
correspond to homogeneous states, unambiguously iden
by the existence of a unique peak in the distribution of nu
ber of dipolar spheres,Nd , evaluated in the GCMC simula
tions. As shown in Refs. 2 and 24, for such homogene
states, a limited number of matrix configurations is requi
to obtain a reliable average over disorder.

The GCMC values ofrdsdd
3 , bU10

ex/V, and bU11
ex/V

given in Table I have statistical errors of the order of 1%
2%; similar error affects the correlation functionshdd

000 or
hdd

110. The error on the GCMC value of« is appreciable for«
larger than 10. The estimated statistical error combines
statistical error on the evaluation of« at given matrix con-
figuration with that associated with the average over dis
der.

The expression used for calculating« in the GCMC
simulations is

e215
4pb

3V
^^MW 2&T&m , ~16!

where^•••&T denotes thermal average,^•••&m average over
disorder, andMW 5( i 51

Nd mW i the total dipolar moment of the
system.

This expression for« is identical to that for a pure di
electric fluid in a volume with periodic boundary condition
and tin foil boundary conditions associated with a condu
ing medium surrounding, at a macroscopic distance, the
riodically repeated simulation volume. Use of this express
is based on the remarks that the external field created by
immobile charges of the matrix does not screen the elec
field of the mobile dipoles, as would be the case in an e
trolyte solution, and that the continuous conducting medi
annuls the effect of the field created by the polarizat
charges. It should be noted, however, that a formal proo
Eq. ~16!, similar to the one developed for pure dielectr
fluids or electrolyte solutions, as obtained, for instance
Ref. 25 seems not yet to have been established.

The blocking functionshdd8
000(r ) and hdd8

110(r ) have been
calculated according to the procedure described in Refs
and 24 which consists in paving the simulation cell withn3

5643 subvolumes, thus allowing one to evaluatehdd8
000 and

hdd8
110 by means of a three-dimensional fast Fourier transfo
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V. RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS

In this work we have focused on the simplest case wh
matrix and fluid particles have equal sizes, hences005s0d

5sdd5s. The reduced dipole–dipole and charge–dipo
couplings have been set tom* 252.75 andbme/s251.658
for the two different matrix configurations considered, cor
sponding to ionic particle positions quenched at reduced
verse temperaturesb0e/s51 and 0.005, respectively. Th
latter case implies that charges in this system are rando
distributed. In both cases we have studied two different m
trix densitiesr0s35(r11r2)s350.2 and 0.4, and various
fluid densities. The thermodynamic states under consi
ation are collected in Tables I and II.

The solution of the ROZ equations was carried out o
discretized mesh of 8192 points with a grid size 0.01s. The
same conditions were used to solve the HNC equation for
corresponding equilibrated mixtures.

In Fig. 1 and Tables I and II we present the results
the internal energy and chemical potential for the two mo
matrices under consideration. Additionally in Table I w
have included the HNC results for the corresponding equ
brated mixtures of ions and dipoles. The ROZ results ag

FIG. 1. Excess internal energy@split in ion–dipole (bu105bU10
ex/V) and

dipole–dipole (bu115bU11
ex/V) contributions# and chemical potential for a

dipolar fluid inclusion in ionic matrices quenched at low temperatu
b0e2/s51 ~solid line and closed triangles! and high temperatureb0e2/s
50.005~dotted line and closed circles!.
IP license or copyright; see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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reasonably well with the simulation, and one observes so
minor differences when comparing the behavior of the di
lar fluids within the matrix quenched at the same tempera
and inside the high temperature~i.e., with randomly distrib-
uted charges! matrix. In the latter case the charge–dipo
contribution to the internal energy seems substantially lar
when compared with the low temperature quench situat
This is probably due to the fact that in the low temperat
quench case, the matrix charge and particle position distr
tions correspond to that of a primitive model electrolyte, a
consequently exhibit a certain degree of pairing and cha
screening. As a result, the dipoles will interact with positi
and negative charges in many cases distributed in pairs
which a significant portion of the interaction energy will ca
cel. This partial cancellation will certainly not take plac
when the charges are randomly distributed. This has im
tant consequences in the convergence properties of the
gral equation for low matrix and low fluid densities for th
high temperature matrix case, to the point that the integ
equation breaks down before reaching the lowest den
state presented in Table II. Aside from this, a comparis
with the equilibrated mixture HNC results shows that we
now dealing with a situation in which the partial quenchi
alters considerably the behavior of the chemical poten
and to a much lesser extent the internal energy. As the d
lar density is increased the HNC equation breaks down.
will see later on that this is very likely due to a demixin
transition.

As to the dielectric constant, this quantity is plotted
Figs. 2 and 3 for the two types of system. The large discr
ancies with GCMC at high density might be due in part
the HNC closure, but one must also bear in mind that
GCMC results for a quantity like the dielectric constant
these high densities are plagued with appreciable uncer
ties. The strange behavior of the dielectric constant for
equilibrated mixture can be correlated to an incipient dem
ing transition. On the other hand the dielectric properties
the dipolar fluid do not seem to be essentially affected by
distribution of charges in the matrix. The comparison w
the uncharged matrix results indicates that the presenc
charges~whatever their distribution might be! lowers the re-
sponse of the dipoles to an external field, i.e., lowers
dielectric constant. This can easily be understood, since
local field formed by the matrix charges will somehow te
to impede the reorientation of the dipoles as compared w
the neutral matrix.

In order to analyze the convergence difficulties of t
HNC for the ion–dipole mixtures we have resorted to t
stability analysis of Chen and Forstmann.26 In Ref. 23 these
authors generalized their treatment to ion–dipole mixture
equal size. Their analysis is based on the study of the sta
ity of the grand potential functional. The fluctuations in th
quantity for the present case can be cast in the form23

dV5
1

2bV
~dr̃~0! d c̃~0!!S M rr M rc

Mcr Mcc
D S dr̃~0!

d c̃~0!
D ,

~17!

where the density and concentration fluctuations are
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dr̃~0!5r21/2~dr̃0~0!1dr̃d~0!!, ~18!

dc~0!5r23/2~c0cd!2 1/2~rddr̃0~0!2r0dr̃d~0!! ~19!

with r5r01rd , ci5r i /r, anddr̃d(0)5A4pdr̃d
00(0). This

latter quantity is the Fourier transform of the radial avera
of the one particle dipole density fluctuation. The coefficie
of the symmetricM matrix are23

M rr512r@c0
2c̃00~0!1cd

2c̃000
dd ~0!12c0cdc̃000

1d~0!#,

Mcc512rc0cd@ c̃00~0!1 c̃000
dd ~0!2 c̃000

1d~0!#,

M rc5rAc0cd@cdc̃000
dd ~0!2c0c̃00~0!2~cd2c0!c̃000

1d~0!#

with c̃005( c̃111 c̃12)/2. One can then determine the e
genvalues of the matrixM, which are given by

l1,25
M rr1Mcc7A~M rr2Mcc!

214M rc
2

2
. ~20!

Now, the minimum eigenvaluelmin5min(l1 ,l2) decides
the stability of the phase. Iflmin→0 the phase will be un-
stable. Depending on the components of the eigenvector
will have a demixing transition or a gas–liquid instabilit

FIG. 2. Dielectric constant of the dipolar fluid embedded in a charged
trix quenched at low temperatureb0e2/s51. ROZ vs GCMC results. HNC
results for the corresponding equilibrated mixture and ROZ results for
equivalent system with a neutral~hard sphere! matrix are included for com-
parison.
IP license or copyright; see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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Note that a gas–liquid instability will also be signaled by
divergence in the isothermal compressibility. These t
quantities, obtained in the HNC approximation, are plotted
Fig. 4 for the equilibrated ion–dipole mixtures of interest
this paper. We see that the minimum eigenvalue shows
evident decrease as the dipole density increases wherea
isothermal compressibility is monotonously decreasing. T
is a clear indication of the tendency to demix. The oscil
tions observed in thelmin curve at high dipole densities ar
due to numerical instabilities in the solution of the HN
equation as the correlation functions become more and m
long ranged.

Regarding the microscopic structure of the par
quenched system, perhaps the most relevant quantity is
fluid–matrix correlation, in particular the first angular coe
ficient, h100

d6 . This quantity is plotted for a high density sta
in Fig. 5. Other correlation functions behave much in t
same way as in bulk fluids and mixtures and for the sake
brevity are not presented here. We observe in Fig. 5 that
correlation obtained by simulation for the high temperat
matrix is considerably longer ranged. The ROZ equatio
reproduce rather well its behavior except at contact, wh
the correlations are much overestimated. This effect is m

FIG. 3. Dielectric constant of the dipolar fluid embedded in a charged
trix quenched at high temperatureb0e2/s50.005. ROZ vs GCMC results
ROZ results for an equivalent system with a neutral~hard sphere! matrix are
included for comparison.
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FIG. 5. Leading angular coefficient of the ion–dipole correlation functi
for the two matrix topologies considered calculated by means of the R
integral equation~lines! and from GCMC simulation~symbols!. The states
under consideration correspond tor0s350.4, rds350.386 for the high
temperature matrix~solid line and circles! and rds350.393 for the low
temperature matrix~dotted line and squares!.

-

FIG. 4. Minimum eigenvalue of the stability matrix@see Eq.~20!# and
isothermal compressibility for equilibrated mixtures of charged and dipo
hard spheres.
IP license or copyright; see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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likely due to the HNC closure used in the ROZ equation
Now if we lower the density the difference between t

matrix–fluid correlations for the two types of matrix becom
even more significant. This is illustrated in Fig. 6. We o
serve there that for the high temperature matrix the ang
correlations become appreciably long ranged~up to five di-
ameters!. Actually, in this case the theory could not reach t
simulation density due to convergence problems in the R
equations. The contact values are similar for the low te
perature matrix but the correlations die out more rapidly, a
this time there was no problem to lower the density in
ROZ equations. This implies there could be a correlat
between the long range ofh100

d6 and the lack of convergenc
of the integral equation. If we now examine the dipole
dipole coefficienthdd

110, plotted in Fig. 7, we see that there
a clear indication that in both cases the dipoles exhib
dominant head-to-tail alignment, but in the case of the h
temperature matrix it includes to some extent up to sec
neighbors. At high matrix densities we did not encoun
convergence difficulties for the two matrix configurations.
seems rather clear that at lowr0 the charged matrix particle
induce a head-to-tail alignment of the dipoles around the
This alignment is somewhat impeded in the low temperat
matrix, since in this case ions of different signs are cluste
together~i.e., screen each other! and distort the ordering o
the dipoles—see Fig. 8 for a comparison of the unlike p
distribution functions. All this implies that the local densi
of ions is higher in the case of the low temperature mat
Obviously the same effect can be achieved by a simple
crease of the matrix density, and this explains why the c
relations in Fig. 5 are not so long ranged as in Fig. 6 and
convergence difficulties appear in the ROZ equations

FIG. 6. Leading angular coefficient of the ion–dipole correlation funct
for the two matrix topologies for low density states (r0s350.2, rds3

50.095—upper graph—andrds350.081—lower graph! by means of the
ROZ integral equation~lines! and from GCMC simulation~symbols!. In the
case of the high temperature matrix quench~lower graph! the ROZ results
correspond to the lowest attainable dipole density,rds350.089.
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r0s350.4. The break down of the HNC equation for bu
dipolar systems in the low density regime is a well-know
feature, and has been attributed to the inability of the eq
tions to account for clustering effects beyond pairing. It
clear that the lack of screening in the high temperature m
trix enhances dipole association, and one can easily un
stand why the ROZ equations break down here in the
density regime as well.

FIG. 7. Dipole–dipolehdd
110 component of the total correlation function fo

the two matrix topologies for low density states (r0s350.2,
rds350.095—upper graph—andrds350.081—lower graph! by means of
the ROZ integral equation~lines! and from GCMC simulation~symbols!. In
the case of the high temperature matrix quench~lower graph! the ROZ
results correspond to the lowest attainable dipole density,rds350.089.

FIG. 8. Matrix–matrix unlike distribution function forr0s350.2 for the
low temperature~solid line and circles! and high temperature~dotted line
and squares! matrix. In the latter case like–like and unlike correlations a
identical to the uncharged hard sphere pair distribution function.
IP license or copyright; see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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Figure 9 presents a comparison between the theore
blocking functionshdd8

000(r ) and hdd8
110(r ) and those obtained

by simulation for the stater0s350.2, rds350.441 and total
chemical potentialbm151.874 ~cf. Table I! in the case of
the low temperature matrixb0e2/s51. They are typical of
those obtained for other state points. The agreement betw
hdd8

000(r ) obtained by simulation and ROZ equation is qua
tatively and quantitatively satisfactory forr .0.3s. A clear
quantitative disagreement exists forr ,0.3s, which as dis-
cussed in Ref. 24 is essentially due to the approxima
entailed by the choice of the closure of the ROZ equatio

The ROZ correlation functionhdd8
110(r ) plotted in Fig. 9

suggests that the quenched charges induce a local pola
tion in the adsorbed polar fluid for each matrix configuratio
For instance, hdd8

110(0), which is proportional to

^(MW (0)&T .^MW (0)&T&m2^^MW (0)&T&m
2 ,is positive and has a

large value of 20.0 for the state represented in Fig. 9. T
result is in qualitative disagreement with the simulation d
because, for all the states considered in Table I, and all
ues ofr, ^^MW (0)&T .^MW (r )&T&m2^^MW (0)&T&m

2 is zero within
the statistical uncertainties. This observation is compat
with ^MW (r )&T.0 indicating at least that the charge–dipo
coupling is insufficient to locally polarize the dielectric flu
with the values ofZ andm considered. We lack a satisfacto
explanation for this discrepancy.

In summary, we have presented a study of the beha
of a dipolar fluid inclusion in charged matrices obtained

FIG. 9. Blocking functions for a dipolar fluid adsorbed in a charged h
sphere matrix (b0e2/s51) at r0s350.2 andrds350.441. The angular
componenthdd8

110 is plotted on the left-hand side and the radial termhdd8
000 on

the right-hand side. Lines represent HNC-ROZ results and circles GC
simulation.
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quenching the charged hard sphere positions at the s
temperature than the dipole fluid and at a temperature
hundred times higher. The latter case implies a random
tribution of charges with no screening. We have observ
that the two systems present substantial differences with
spect to the fully equilibrated mixtures, being however rath
similar to each other. One exception to this similarity
found in the low density microscopic structure, in which t
lack of screening in the high temperature matrix enhan
dipole–dipole association to the point that the ROZ eq
tions with the HNC closure break down for rather low dipo
moments. In the domain where solutions can be found,
results provided by the ROZ equations are generally in
agreement with the simulations.
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